Journal of First-generation Student Success

General Submission Guidelines

The Journal of First-generation Student Success seeks to publish practice articles that are grounded in research and literature and, reciprocally, research articles that speak to practice. The editors seek to review manuscripts and publish articles that are innovative, imaginative, and forward-thinking regarding the experiences and outcomes of first-generation college students and the approaches institutions of higher education are employing to serve, matriculate, and complete this population. Through the deep intersectionality of the first-generation identity, the large presence of first-generation students at institutions, and the necessary engagement of both the academic and student services areas for success, this journal offers many opportunities for cross-disciplinary collaboration.

While traditional scholarship will be encouraged and accepted, articles that prioritize innovative solutions and advanced thought that disputes deficit-based conversations and propel an asset-based, evidence-driven national narrative are welcome. Especially encouraged are manuscripts that blend conventional and unconventional scholarly approaches that challenge the traditional paradigm of research methods, analyses, and presentation of data. The journal will consider scholarship that disrupts the traditional first-generation success dialogue, prioritizes the removal of systemic higher education and institutional barriers to success, and encourages topics that encourage cross-community and cross-institutional collaborations for sustained change.

The Journal of First-generation Student Success will feature the following areas of interest:

**First-generation Identity and Intersectionality:** Manuscripts submitted for review in this area may include qualitative and quantitative manuscripts that consider advanced thought through the lenses of theory, research, and/or practice. The manuscripts should be methodologically sound with a clearly defined section detailing how the research relates to approaches institutions are using to define the first-generation identity, how students are exploring their own identity within the college context, how intersectionality with other
identities and systems of oppression shape both the student experience, and how institutions use identity to choose how to serve first-generation students. Priority will be given to submissions where findings can be used in the practice of administrators at all levels, faculty, and students. The manuscripts should provide deep insight into the complexities of the first-generation student identity, advance a new narrative which differs from ones where intersectional identities are conflated, and illuminate how student identity development shapes college-going decision-making, experiences, and outcomes. Literature reviews and essays that connect current issues with practice, propose creative models for advancing first-generation student outcomes, or discuss innovative uses of theory are welcome.

**Innovative & Evidence-based Practice:** Manuscripts submitted for review in this area may include qualitative and quantitative manuscripts that clearly provide a theory-research-practice connection. The manuscripts should be methodologically sound with a clearly defined practice section in which the author(s) share how the research presents innovative approaches to practice that result in strengthened first-generation identity development, scales offerings to larger numbers of students, and chronicles how specific practices tailored to the first-generation identity result in the persistence, completion, or specific academic or co-curricular success outcomes. Evidence of innovation must go beyond simple measures of satisfaction and, instead, illuminate effectiveness and usefulness. Manuscripts should clearly present how the findings can be used in the practice of administrators, faculty, and students. The manuscripts should clearly consider first-generation college students, with care given to the intersection of other identities, as well as the role institutional characteristics (e.g., size, type, geography, selectivity, mission) in advancing practice. Literature reviews and essays that connect current issues with practice, propose creative models for advancing first-generation student outcomes, or discuss innovative uses of theory will be accepted.

**Demonstrated Advances in Student Outcomes:** Manuscripts submitted for review in this area of emphasis should present theory originating or supported research with demonstrated evidence of effective practices that advance first-generation student outcomes. While definitions of success vary, understanding needs, developing processes, and advancing outcomes in the areas of belonging, academic performance, co-curricular...
engagement, help-seeking behaviors, time to degree, internship and career placement, persistence, and completion will take priority. The manuscripts should be methodologically sound with a clearly defined section detailing how the research may be translated to other settings and replicated. Manuscripts should detail how identities that intersect with first-generation, the institutional context, and specific academic disciplines or co-curricular experiences shaped that advancement of outcomes. Connections to and implications for how these practices and resulting improved outcomes shape institutional needs assessments, priorities, policies, and procedures. We encourage manuscripts with innovation, creativity, and bold thought that challenge readers beyond the current typical offerings for advancing first-generation efforts.

**Audience**

The NASPA membership represents a broad constituency of entry-level, intermediate-level, and senior-level professionals who are practitioners, scholars, policy makers, faculty, and executive leaders, among others. These educators have responsibility for a wide variety of institutional responsibilities. *JFGSS* seeks to publish articles that speak to student affairs educators across this broad range of levels and experiences. While the Co-Editors recognize that published articles must be relevant and useful to practitioners, *JFGSS* also serves faculty, researchers, scholars, and academic leaders. Not all articles will speak to all constituencies all the time. But the Co-Editors are committed to publishing an array of articles that, at some point, will speak to all educators who work in both the academic and student affairs areas of higher education.

**The Editorial Review Process and Criteria**

Manuscripts under review by *JFGSS* should not be under consideration by other journals.

This publication will use a closed review process; this language reflects a shift to employ inclusive language and move away from the industry term “blind review.” Any identification of authorship *must* be removed prior to submitting the manuscript. To assure closed review, *all* identifiers must be removed: names on the cover page, identification embedded in the electronic document properties, references to institutional affiliations, and citations that identify some or all of the authors. The cover page must include only the title of the
Review criteria: Manuscripts will be reviewed by up to three JFGSS Editorial Board members. The criteria all relate to the higher education field, with an emphasis on first-generation topics and success, and include:

- Exceptional, creative, and relevant application to the wide range of thinking, practices, and perspectives in higher education;
- Thorough and sound discussion of the practice, theory, issue, policy, and/or topic;
- Inclusion of far-reaching, relevant, and insightful implications and breakthroughs that go beyond the relevance of the institution(s) under study;
- Research manuscripts should include:
  - accurate and appropriate description of the methodology,
  - methods aligned with and suitable for the focus of the study,
  - findings clearly and skillfully communicated,
  - implications for practice and/or theory clearly communicated, and
  - quality measures obviously indicated and discussed;
- Evidence of high-quality, readable, and rigorous writing (e.g., coherent, cohesive, cogent);
- Presence of practice implications in theoretical or research-based manuscripts and theoretical implications in practice-based manuscripts;
- Rigorous treatment of the ways the theory, research, and/or practice under discussion can make a difference in the field;
- Presence of a timely, significant, and appropriate topic;
- Evidence of a profound and meaningful level of analysis (theoretical or practical) addressing the concerns, interests, and needs of higher education professionals;
- Apparent contribution to current knowledge, literature, scholarship, theory, and practice; and
- Research, theory, or practice findings connected to larger areas of concern (e.g., policy, decision making, leadership, identity development, innovative practice).
Editorial Review Process

1. Upon receipt, the Editorial Assistant will briefly review the manuscript to ensure that it meets the above minimum requirements.

2. A unique number will be assigned to the manuscript to enable the closed review process. Editorial Board members are also assigned a number to assure the integrity of the closed review process.

3. Manuscript submission and revision, communication, and the review process are conducted online through the ScholarOne portal. When the manuscript is received, an automatically generated acknowledgement email is sent to the first author. It is the first author’s responsibility to forward these communications to other authors.

4. The manuscript is assigned for review based on areas of professional and research expertise. The first review is expected to be completed in four weeks but may take longer.

5. Editorial board members complete their reviews online. Upon completion, these reviews are available through the ScholarOne portal for authors to access.

6. At the completion of the review, each reviewer makes one of the following recommendations: Not to Accept, Major Revisions Required, Accept Pending Minor Revisions, or Accept. The Co-Editors and/or appropriate Associate Editor examine the reviews and render a final decision. The first author is sent an email outlining that decision with links to a decision letter from the Co-Editors and instructions on how to access the reviews.

   - **Not to Accept/Not Accepted After Initial Review:** The manuscript does not meet one or more of the criteria in regard to the scope and direction for publication in *JFGSS*.

   - **Major Revisions Required:** The manuscript has potential for publication but must be revised before publication can be considered. The author is to address the editorial comments and make appropriate changes within one month. Authors will submit a revised draft for a second round of editorial review. The second review is expected to be completed in six weeks but may take longer. The resubmission and second review does not guarantee acceptance. A third revision is often required.
• **Accept Pending Minor Revisions:** The manuscript is considered worthy of publication pending the successful completion of minor revisions. Authors are requested to make the revisions and return the revised manuscript within one month. The Editorial Assistant and Executive Editor review the final manuscript submitted to ensure that the suggestions have been appropriately addressed.

• **Accept:** The manuscript is considered appropriate and timely for *JFGSS*. An email is sent to the author confirming its acceptance.

7. After a revision from the author is accepted, the final manuscript is forwarded to a Copy Editor who edits the manuscript. The Copy Editor will contact the author, when necessary, about changes.

8. The Co-Editors work with the authors and publisher to compile the issue.

*JFGSS* is available online three times each calendar year and is included with NASPA membership.

Exceptions to any of the above instructions should be discussed with the Co-Editors prior to submission. Questions about the submission and review process can be directed to the Editorial Assistant.